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Computing the average information content of a 
message:
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H = - pi log2 pi∑
IGEL 2014: Main Goal
• To suggest an idea for measuring features like the 
literariness or narrativity of a text
• Conceptualization of a theory of measurement
• This theory is borrowed from the mathematical 
aspects of information theory
• In order to find the information content of a message, 
the rule is:
1. Translate the message in the binary system of a computer
2. Count the number of zeros and ones
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IGEL 2014: Application to Literature 
How to proceed?
• To conceptualize a textual feature which points to 
literariness
• To operationalize it in terms of the binary system →
structuralism works with it
• Analyse and mark the features within the text
• Tag the feature when it appears marked as literary
• Compute the likelihood of the textual features to 
appear unmarked or marked respectively
• Fill in Shannon´s formula
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Entropy or Information Content
• Content Points to quantity (Gehalt), not to quality 
(Inhalt)
• Asks for an amount, not for semantics
• A certain amount of text is considered as literary 
significant in a strong quantitative sense
• Theory of literariness fits with this aspects
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Literariness
• Theory of literariness
• Simone Winko: Three Concepts
• Based on linguistic features ➞ V. Sklovskij, R. Jakobson
• Terms & Conditions which qualifies a text as literary
• Reader oriented concepts 
• My Focus: Slovskij and Jakobson
Literature uses a special kind of language which 






Producing the Data – First Attempt
• Count the words of a text as the number of tokens
• Marking tokens with several characteristics
• Unexpected
• Stylistic figures
• Interjecting the progress of „streaming“ through the text ➞
deautomatization
• Kind of estrangement
• Rule: Do not think about the effect and semantics of 
each marked feature, just detect it
• Count the number of marked or unmarked tokens 
respectively
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Unification – bring it together
Strong quantitative 
empirical text features
on the level of language 
level as an expression of 
literariness
Probability of 
appearance of a symbol 
as the data basis to 
























The significant aspect is that the actual message is 




removed average information content =  
obtained information




• Uncertainty raises 
up literariness
• Uncertainty : 
Expression through 
probability
• Uncertainty raises 
entropy
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Requirement: Transforming data of 
literariness into data of information 
theory
Proposition
• Each token is one stochastic event
• Each event could be successful or fail:
• Fail: no estrangement ➞ automatized reading




• Abstract and simple model
• Independent events
• Condition: same likelihood for each event
• Order of successful events is ignored in this 
distribution
• B.D:. First approach to a rule of measurement
• Calculation of Probabilities according to the number 
of successful events
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Jelinek: Kinder der Toten
• 286 tokens
• 76 tokens unmarked / 210 tokens marked
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286/76 P=0.7 P=0.9 P=0.99
Prop 1.155499e-51 1.453068e-143 0.000000e+00
EntropieProp 169,21 474,50 Undef.
cumProp 1.365628e-51 1.513599e-143 0.000000e+00
EntropieCum 168,97 474,44 Undef.
Jelinek: cumulative Distribution
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• 171 tokens unmarked /  29 tokens marked
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200/171 P=0.7 P=0.9 P=0-99
Prop 1.602703e-07 1.076566e-02 1.288813e-24
EntropieProp 22,57 6.54 79,36
cumProp 9.999999e-01 2.709223e-02 1.367359e-24
EntropieCum 1.441386e-07 5,21 79,27
Schami: cumulative Distribution
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• Binomial distribution is not the correct model:
• Different likelihoods must be assumed for single tokens when detected 
estranged
• likelihood is determined arbitrarily by myself and not by convention or 
empirical observation
• Tokens are not independent, they are highly dependent to their context
• Concept of estrangement is not really operationalized 
by myself
• Further theoretical work is needed
• Parsing the text needs to be done by empirical readers
• A study for validation needs to be executed
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But...
... I Think with my general assumption about
• the relationship between literariness and information 
theory
• I get somewhat I will call literary information.
• This concept offers us a way to measure literary 
quantity
• In order to make Predictions about the literary 
quality
• and a potential literary response by the recipient of a 
text.
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Thank you for your interest
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